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PRIVATE EQUITY

Generate Capital paves the way in eco-investing after indicating plans to provide financing of $600mn
to energy efficiency company Alturus LLC for sustainable infrastructure projects.

1

Ardian acquired a 50% ownership stake in Ex-Dow unit, Angus Chemical, from Golden Gate Capital.

Generate Capital is an up-and-coming sustainable infrastructure focused PE firm based in San Francisco. It

prioritizes building a portfolio focused on sustainable energy, sustainable mobility, and sustainable water.

Alturus is a Boston based energy-efficiency company. They provide structuring and capital optimization

services for corporate sustainability projects and infrastructure. By providing sustainable planning solutions

before construction, Alturus helps firms save future energy consumption expenses and achieve high marks on

environmental performance goals.

Deal Structure: General Capital acquired a minority stake in Alturus and pledged to support financing of up to

$600mn towards Alturus’s infrastructure and sustainability projects. Unlike most private equity firms,

Generate Capital does not plan to exit later down the road; rather, the firm wants to maintain a strong

relationship and become a permanent capital backer for Alturus.

Significance: As companies continue to shift towards developing carbon reduction processes and

infrastructures, demand for sustainability services are expected to continue to rise. To capitalize on this,

Generate Capital is implementing permanent capital backing strategies for its investments. Through the

combination of a unique investment strategy and specializing in sustainable infrastructure prospects such as

Alturus, Generate Capital is positioned to become an eco-investment leader in the sustainability vertical.

Ardian France SA is a France-Based private equity investment company with 62 billion AUM.The company

offers investors a diversified choice of funds covering the full range of asset classes through Ardian Funds of

Funds, Ardian Private Debt, Ardian Direct Funds, Ardian Infrastructure, Ardian Real Estate and customized

mandate solutions with Ardian Mandates.

Angus Chemical Company is a US based chemical company, and the world's only company dedicated to the

manufacture and distribution of nitroalkanes and their derivatives. Angus’ chemistries also deliver improved

product and process performance across a range of applications in biotechnology, paints and coatings, personal

care, metalworking fluids, energy and other industrial markets.

Deal Structure: Ardian France acquired 50% ownership stake in Angus Chemical Company from Golden Gate

Capital at a total enterprise value of $2.25 billion and Golden Gate will retain its 50% stake.

Significance: As COVID-19 increasingly demands hand sanitizer gels, diagnostic kits, and antibody treatments,

Angus has played a critical role in providing these solutions to essential businesses over the last few months.

Ardian has recognized this growth opportunity and plans to utilize a buy-and-build strategy, bolstering Angus’s

focus on consumer applications, product adjacencies, and new-to-world molecules. This deal illustrates the

importance COVID has had on life science private equity, and displays how private money can be used to

develop life saving technology and innovate personal care value chains.
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VENTURE CAPITAL

Grid AI has raised $18.6M in Series A funding led by Index Ventures

2

Instacart, a grocery delivery startup, has secured $200M from investors Valiant Peregrine Fund and
D1 Capital Partners in a new financing round.

Grid AI is focused on creating user-friendly artificial intelligence tools that save time and increase

productivity. The easy-to-use tool also teaches you how the algorithm works as you use it. It was founded by the

creator of PyTorch Lightning, Luis Capelo.

Index Ventures is a global VC firm focused on high-tech companies. They work with companies at all stages,

from seed to exploding growth.

Deal Structure: Index Ventures invested seed capital in Grid AI prior to this deal. The deal is for $18.6M, but no

details about equity have been made public.

Significance: The power of artificial intelligence is useful in most data generating industries. However, most

data scientists don’t have the training to use these tools. Grid AI simplifies the coding experience and allows

users to focus on the business and science details. Also, all of the computing will be done in a cloud server, so

complicated algorithms can be done from a laptop. Grid AI may open the AI doors to users with limited to no

coding experience, catalyzing innovation in unforeseen ways.

Instacart offers same day delivery services with a variety of partners, which include 7-11, Aldi, and Kroger.

Unlike traditional grocery delivery services, Instacart obtains its produce from local grocery stores instead of

large warehouses. Instacart’s services offer unparalleled variety and  convenience for consumers, which have

led to the firm taking considerable market share in the online grocery delivery market.

Valiant Peregrine Fund and D1 Capital Partners are existing investors in Instacart. Valiant Peregrine Fund is

a California-based private equity fund with $43.3M assets under management. D1 Capital Partners is a New

York-based investment firm seeking later-stage companies to take a non-controlling stake in.

Deal Structure: Instacart raised $200 in its financing round. Moreover, the company is now valued at $17B,

compared to $2B in 2015.

Significance: Instacart’s services have met a critical demand during the current pandemic, because many

consumers have avoided shopping in person due to health concerns.  Hence, there’s currently a large demand

for grocery delivery and pick-up services. Because Instacart offers groceries from a variety of chains and stores,

it has rapidly grown and recently overtook Target and Kroger in popularity as an online grocery delivery

service. Looking forward, Instacart seeks to expand beyond grocery deliveries by partnering with retail and

convenience chains as well.
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GROWTH EQUITY 3

Private investment firm, VSS, completed a growth investment in Podiatry Growth Partners (PGP), a
practice management group specializing in podiatry. This investment is reflective of increasing demand
for podiatric treatment attributed to an aging population and growing prominence of obesity nationwide.

Axis Security is a cybersecurity company that provides cloud-based solutions to help companies manage

documents in their cloud without worrying about any vulnerabilities in their digital network. The company has

numerous technology alliance partners, such as Microsoft, in order to encourage seamless integration on

multiple applications.

Canaan Partners is a venture capital firm that seeks to invest in businesses with new technologies that are

growing rapidly but require additional funding to monetize their technology.

Deal Structure: Axis Security raised $32 million in a Series B funding round with the notable investors being

Cannan Partners, Ten Eleven Ventures, and CyberStarts.

Significance: The growth in funding of Axis Security illustrates the grasp COVID-19 has on company

operations. The pandemic forced many companies to shift to cloud-based applications in turn garnering

cybersecurity demand. Emerging providers, such as Axis Security, experienced a robust and continued demand

as the pandemic persists and companies find stability in a new normal.

Podiatry Growth Partners is a practice management company that seeks to partner with independent,

community-based podiatry clinics. Podiatry refers to the treatment of the ankle, foot, and other parts of the leg.

The management group has a national brand and desires to help small clinics expand their customer base and

harness the advantages of a larger organization.

VSS is a private investment firm that specializes in middle market companies that are developing

transformative technology to monetize new business innovations. The firm has investments in over 80

companies and has completed over 300 add-on acquisitions.

Deal Structure: Exact financial terms were not disclosed.

Significance: Growth investment in PGP demonstrates the ongoing correlation between market sector

demand and population age. As a large portion of the US population nears retirement age and is at greater

disposition for health issues, rise in prominence of health solutions within the market is sequitur. Funds

garnered from VSS’ investment will be used to accelerate the market penetration of PGP and support execution

of the Company’s growth plan to meet demand in highly fragmented market.

 

Axis Security, a provider of cloud-based enterprise security systems, has raised $32 million in a Series B
funding round led by Canaan Partners. This funding accelerates the company’s plan to capitalize on the
demand for cloud security and is representative of a increased presence of cloud technologies as more
companies shift to work from home amidst the COVID-19 pandemic.
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M&A ACTIVITY

Morgan Stanley to purchase investment-management firm Eaton Vance for $7B in cash and stock.

4

Right Aid will acquire Bartell Drugs, a Seattle-based pharmacy chain, for $95M.

Morgan Stanley (NYSE: MS) is an American investment bank and financial services company with over $552B

AUM. Their main drivers of revenue include institutional securities, wealth management, and investment

management.

Eaton Vance (NYSE: EV) is a Boston-based investment management company with over $474B in assets. They

offer active, passive, rules-based, and responsible investing portfolios to match the needs of investors.

Deal Structure: Eaton Vance shareholders will receive $28.25 per share in cash and 0.5833x per share in

Morgan Stanley stock. This works out to be around $56.50 per share, a 38% premium on the previous day’s

closing price. The deal is expected to close in the second quarter of 2021.

Significance: Morgan Stanley continues to make strategic acquisitions for creating predictable growth. CEO

James Gorman has transferred focus to safer business by doubling down on wealth and asset management and

straying away from risky trading operations. This deal comes only days after completing a $13B deal to acquire

E*Trade. The Eaton Vance acquisition will nearly double Morgan Stanley’s assets managed on behalf of pension

funds and insurance companies, reaching a total AUM of $1.2 trillion.

Rite Aid (NYSE: RAD) is an American food and drugstore chain with around 2,500 stores in 19 different states.

Rite Aid is a member of the Fortune 500 list with over $30B in revenue.

Bartell Drugs is a Seattle-based, family-owned pharmacy chain founded in 1890 that operates 67 locations

across western Washington. The chain generates over $550m in annual revenue. 

Deal Structure: Rite Aid will purchase Bartell Drugs for $95m. This surprisingly low valuation can be attributed

to the downtrend in performance of regional drug companies that are unable to compete with drugstore giants.

The deal is expected to close at the end of 2021’s fiscal year.

Significance: Over the years it has been increasingly more difficult for regional and local drugstore chains to

survive. Giant companies like CVS, Walgreens, and Rite Aid use their scale and name recognition to cut costs

and operate on main streets, thus dominating the market and making it difficult for smaller businesses to

compete. Similar to many other smaller chains, Bartell Drugs was forced to sell for these reasons combined with

the increasingly low foot traffic in their stores due to the global pandemic. For Rite Aid, this acquisition is an

attempt to regain scale and catch up with the other leaders in the industry following their failed merger with

Walgreens, resulting in the sale of almost half of Rite Aid’s stores.
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FUNDRAISING & LP ACTIVITY

On October 9th, Long Ridge Equity Partners closed their oversubscribed third fund  (“Fund III”) at a total
of $445 million. This consists of a $400 million hard cap on Limited Partner commitments plus an additional
$45 million from General Partners.

5

On October 6th, Greycroft closed two funds (Greycroft VI and Growth III) amassing a total of $678
million in commitments.

Long Ridge Equity Partners is a sector-focused private equity firm investing in the financial and business

technology sectors, with $900 million of committed capital to date. Their notable investments include Broadway

Technology, Browz, Carson Group, and Portware.

Targets: Like their other funds, Fund III will target mid market, high-growth companies in the above mentioned

sectors, with an emphasis on investing in outstanding management teams. Their initial screen for growth is

companies with at least $5 million of run-rate revenue.

Deal Structure: This growth-stage based fund will issue checks between $15 and $75 million, seeking out both

majority and significant minority stakes to maximize potential.

Significance: Fund III puts Long Ridge in a strong position to support the next wave of financial and business

technology entrepreneurs. Their strength comes from their sector expertise, allowing them to propel these

companies to the fronts of their industries. With the COVID-19 pandemic pushing new technology businesses to

the forefront of society, this fund closing comes at a key time where they have the ability to invest in many

promising companies.

Greycroft is a New York and LA based venture-firm, specializing in both early and growth stage investment

approaches. With many unicorns in its portfolio including the electric scooter company Bird, and dating app

Bumble, Greycroft has consistently established itself as a premier investment firm.

Targets: Greycroft Fund VI aims to display the capabilities of early-stage firms to a wider audience, while Growth

Fund III aims to provide a more seamless expansion of global infrastructure for the entrepreneurs it supports, in

order for businesses to best serve their customers.

Deal Structure: The early stage fund will invest between $500,000 and $10 million in each company with its first

check, while the average growth fund allocation is about $10 million, ranging up to $50 million for a single firm.

Greycroft seeks out majority stakes in many of its early stage portfolio companies in an effort to produce rapid

growth in a short period of time.

Significance: Even with an ongoing pandemic, Greycroft has not slowed on its goals and fundraising efforts for

2020. With two newly closed funds, the firm can strategically position itself towards a strong ending to the year.

With many of its investments centered around the tech industry, this announcement provides ample

opportunity to make sound partnerships with firms that have been able to effectively maneuver through the

pandemic.
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LIQUIDITY EVENTS

Array Technologies, a leading manufacturer of solar tracking systems, is preparing for an IPO on
October 14th. JP Morgan, Goldman Sachs, and Guggenheim Securities are underwriting the deal.

6

Palantir Technologies went public on Wednesday, September 30th at an opening price of $10,
thereby valuing the company at over $15 billion.

Array develops and manufactures high-tech solar trackers that adjust position to most efficiently absorb

sunlight energy. This innovative technology was used in 70% of all solar installations in 2019.

JP Morgan is a leading international investment bank, ranking as the largest US bank and the 7th largest in the

world (S&P Global). It has ~$2 trillion in assets and is consistently involved in the biggest deals.

Deal Structure: Array is planning on selling 45 million shares in its IPO with price projections between $19-21

dollars a share which puts the market cap at about $900 million USD. This would make Array the largest

publicly traded solar tracking company in the world. This comes as they increased the amount of shares to be

sold from about 33 million to 45 million.

Significance: Sustainable energy options have been on the rise for many years whether it be through solar

panels, wind turbines, or geothermal applications. This is reflected in the steady growth in publicly traded

sustainable energy producers. The Covid pandemic has caused an increase in demand for sustainable

solutions which has also led to a booming EV market and an increased demand for solar panels. Depending on

the election there could be a $2 trillion dollar government investment into sustainable energy projects which

would accelerate the already rapid growth that Array is experiencing. As a market leader in solar trackers, they

have positioned themselves well to capitalize on the current political and social climate.

 

Palantir, founded in 2003, specializes in big data analytics. They have been known to data mine for the

government since the company’s inception. The CIA was in fact their only customer for the first ten years until

they opened their services to the FBI and NSA thereafter. In 2015, it was confirmed that 12 government agencies

were using Palantir. Palantir acquires the data from their customers and they specialize in the analysis and

manipulation of that data into meaningful information.

IPO Terms: On September 30th, Palantir Technologies went public through a direct public offering. They

offered three classes of common stock: Class A (allows for one vote), Class B (allows for 10 votes), and Class F

(share 49.9% of voting power). Palantir previous shareholders are subject to a lock-up period which allows a

maximum selloff of 20% until the next year's earnings report, whereafter they can offload the remaining 80%.

Significance: By listing directly, it enabled Plantir to avoid the costs of underwriting while allowing existing

investors to cash out. Additionally, the company is only giving up 49.9% of ownership which leaves the

remaining 50.1% (majority) to the founders. Palantir’s decision to go public was surprising given their

apprehensiveness in the past due to their close relationship with government agencies. One reason for their

public listing is to attract more commercial customers as the company has received a great deal of spotlight

leading up to the listing. However, government contracts account for 54% of Palantir’s revenue which creates a

risk should those agencies decide to pursue in house solutions.



IN THE NEWS

A Charlesbank Capital portfolio company, Sound United LLC, acquires high end British audio giant
Bowers & Wilkins
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7

Sound United LLC based out of San Diego, CA is the parent company to Denon, Polk Audio, Marantz, Definitive

Technology, Classé, and Boston Acoustics. They offer a strong portfolio of companies in many different

segments of the music industry. In addition, Sound United LLC is a portfolio company of Boston based private

equity firm Charlesbank Capital.

Bowers and Wilkins is a leading designer and manufacturer of luxury home audio speakers, headphones,

custom installation products, wireless speakers, and branded audio systems in the automotive and television

markets. Bowers and Wilkins is based out of Worthing, England and was founded in 1966.

Transaction: Sound United LLC has announced it has finalized a deal to acquire Bowers & Wilkins for an

undisclosed amount. The acquisition includes all worldwide third-party distribution and licensing agreements

under which Bowers & Wilkins premium audio products are currently sold.

Significance: Sound United’s  pursuit of additional brands will enable them to offer a more comprehensive list

of products and services in the audio industry. Investing in additional brands allows them to innovate across

product categories, feature sets, technology partners, and consumer segments. As part of the acquisition,

Sound United will support the development of new Bowers & Wilkins products to support the brand’s position

in the premium acoustic home audio market. Based on how Sound United has handled other acquisitions of

premium brands like Definitive Technology and Polk, there is promising hope that Sound United will maintain

the premium brand that Bowers & Wilkins holds . Due to the resources and innovation across the Sound United

portfolio, we hope to see greater product improvement. Kevin Duffy, CEO at Sound United, had this to say about

the acquisition, “Acquiring Bowers & Wilkins combines its industry-leading acoustic design, engineering and

manufacturing expertise in the premium category with Sound United’s scale, technical acumen and consumer

reach to ensure Bowers & Wilkins thrives moving forward.” Additionally, Geoff Edwards, CEO of Bowers &

Wilkins, had this to say, “We’re looking forward to combining our organizations and becoming a part of the

industry’s strongest portfolio of premium audio brands.”


